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How to Help Feed New Yorkers During the Coronavirus Pandemic

By Claire Lampen @claire_lampen

The Cut: How to Help Feed New Yorkers During the Coronavirus Pandemic

The Cut features God's Love's work to keep vulnerable New Yorkers fed during the Coronavirus pandemic.
Gay City News: Providing Meals to Those Most in Need Amidst COVID-19
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Who will feed the hungry during the coronavirus outbreak?

Charities are feeling the strain as New York City tries to feed its students and elderly.

By Kay Dervishi | March 16, 2020
The City and State: Who will feed the hungry during the coronavirus outbreak?

Charities are feeling the strain as New York City tries to feed its students and elderly.

Social Distance Is a Social Justice Issue

The coronavirus crisis has laid bare the injustices of American society. Now our only way out is to come together—by staying apart.

BY PHILLIP PICARDI
March 16, 2020

GQ reports: Social Distancing is a Social Justice Issue
GQ reporter Philip Picardi interviews God's Love client Herbert.

The City interviews Karen Pearl for article on “How You Can Help During the Crisis”

How you can help during the crisis: New Yorkers get creative.
These Organizations Are Helping People Get Food And Medical Help During The Coronavirus Pandemic

Here are a few ways to help others during this pandemic.

Buzzfeed lists God's Love as one of the organizations helping people get food during the Coronavirus pandemic.
WebMD names God’s Love We Deliver 2020 Health Hero

Learn More
God's Love We Deliver has achieved the highest standards set by these charitable ratings organizations.
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